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Details

Date

AGM

10th Nov

Wed Night Social

7pm start

Saturday Social from

Every Sat
10am

Sunday Social from

Every Sun
08am

Christmas Party

Sat 01st
Dec

Sep 2018

AGM

Come along to our AGM. We have free tennis
on the day, you find out how Nambas Tennis
Club did these past twelve months and your
support your club by attending. We would always like to hear from you.

SATURDAY 10th NOVEMBER
Tennis starts at 10am
AGM is at 1pm
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Vets Final
What a day it was. Vets final between Nambas Menaces and Nambas Kitty Kats. Both wanting
the bring home the grand trophy. Unfortunately we could not place bets, that would be unethical
and if it wasn’t for the storm the end result would be very close. Nambas Menaces were in front
for the first half of the day, and slowly but surely Nambas Kitty Kats were creeping up. By the
time the storm hit, there were 2 sets remaining and the outcome could have been very close.

NAMBAS MENACES

NAMBAS KITTY KATS

John M, John G, Pam B, Brendon M,
Amanda B, Chris B, David M, Catherine
B, Larry G

Ken D, John C, Ash C, Jim O, Jennifer D, Joy A,
Steve A, Calley W, Mary O

The storm that caused havoc. Play
stopped the last two sets

Amanda B. After a long day playing
tennis
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Saturday Tennis– 10 am
We are getting a few more players on Saturday, with last week playing 3 courts. This is open
level and great for a quick hit on the weekend. It starts at 11am and during the summer
months, we will start at 10am. Teenagers welcome, we have a few of the older school kids that
can hold their own and the game is very challenging. It’s a great few hours of tennis.
The more players we get the better the variety of games we play.

Wednesday Night Tennis– 7pm
This is the same for Wednesday night, with the heat coming through in the coming months, why
not play in the cool night air. Open level and our numbers have been increasing. If you bring a
friend, or any newcomers, their first night is free.

Christmas just around the corner
Sat 01st Dec
Keep this date free. Only a few weeks away. Our annual Christmas party.
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